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CONSTANTINOPLE 

This is the very much abridged story of a large private miniature railway built 

by Mini Train Systems in late 2011. The owners have asked for their privacy to 

be respected but have kindly allowed us to tell the story and illustrate it with 

photos of the track and surrounds. 

THE PLAN 

The initial concept was to build a 

“squashed” oval track down one side of 

the property with a shed at the front to 

house and service a Maxitrak Class 66 and 

passenger train. Council wouldn’t wear 

the shed where our clients wanted it so 

instead we build a branch line to access 

the unused side of a double garage. They 

also decided to add a branch line to the 

pool area in the back yard and these 

decisions combined has made for a much 

more interesting and entertaining layout 

than that first envisaged. 

The site was steeper than it looked (they 

always are) and to ensure reasonable 

grades we had to dig a cutting in the back 

yard and build an embankment in the 

front yard. To meet our clients 

landscaping standards the embankment 

was built using interlocking retaining wall 

blocks and forms a major landscaping 

feature. 

POOL BRANCH 

GARAGE BRANCH 

CUTTING 

EMBANKMENT 

CONSTANTINOPLE 
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View in the cutting. The base of the Fort was later enclosed 

and painted black inside to make a tunnel. 

Travelling clockwise down the hill towards the bottom 

embanked curve. Constantinople is on the right. 

Looking up the main line from Garage Branch Points 

towards the crossover. Note the Lions and the Unicorn. 

The crossover, looking towards the back yard. The points to 

the Pool Branch are just out of view around the corner 

The grades vary from 1:150 to 1:50 on the main 

line, which is not bad considering that right next to 

the house the land drops at 1:30 and worse. The 

start of the Pool branch line peaks at 1:40 to meet 

level requirements with some existing wall and 

path structures. All of these grades are within the 

capacity of the Class 66 with a driving car, 

passenger car and a reasonable load of adults and 

children.  

The minimum curve radius (except for points in the 

garage) is 5m with plenty of 10m, 12m and 14m 

radius sweeping curves. This allows for a wide 

range of locos that might run on the track in the 

future and for the existing train to be run at a good 

maximum speed. 

To maintain access to all parts of the yard, where 

paths cross the track we installed decking timbered 

level crossings, including a “duck board” deck to 

the front door. 

Towards the end of the project it was decided to 

make the points remote controlled with electric 

point motors rather than using manual hand 

throws. To this end we built a variation of the 

system we have been using at The Train Shed and 

have now added this to our product range. 

So this is how a run might go: 

 Checkout the loco in the garage and couple 

up the train. 

 Head off and maybe pick up passengers at 

the front door. 

 Hit the remote button to change the points and run onto the main line, heading down the 

hill past Constantinople Halt. 

 Round the embanked curve and back up the hill towards the crossover. 
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The end of the Pool branch line: More Lions ! 

Pool Branch Junction 

Above: After test laying the track we were able to do some trials 

with the Class 66 which handled things surprisingly well. This is the 

location of the big embankment, shown Right during construction. 

 At this point we can either do 

anticlockwise laps of the main line or hit 

the remote buttons for the crossover and 

change direction. We can also hit the Pool 

branch button and head off to drop off the 

kids at the pool. 

 There’s not really room for a run-around 

loop at the pool, so when we leave that 

area we back down the branch to the main 

line and head off in whichever direction via 

the crossover if required. 

 When everyone’s exhausted and it’s time 

to put the train away, it’s back across the 

points and onto the garage access line to 

give the train a rest and a good charge of 

the batteries. 

All in all, a very entertaining railway with plenty to 

see and enjoy along the way. 

THE BUILD 

As usual, after surveying the levels and coming up 

with a basic plan, we built the modular track and 

started laying it out on site. We did this in a 

number of batches, adjusting the track plan to suit 

site details (including dodging trees) and 

confirming levels. 
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Embankment construction under way 

Back cutting ready for ballast. Pool branch in the foreground 

about to be excavated. 

We then marked out the sides of the track with 

line marking paint and commenced earthworks. 

Nothing is as simple as it seems and the digging 

was a real challenge as the ground was riddled 

with tree roots, not to mention supply irrigation 

pipes and ag lines. This did tend to blow out the 

time budget, but all the work was definitely worth 

it in the end.      

Along the way we also solved a twenty year old 

underfloor damp problem in the house:  It seems 

that the downpipe drain had been blocked by tree 

roots for many years as we discovered when we 

exposed it in excavations. We rerouted the water 

flow and solved the problem! 

Then there was the rain. We spent one or two days 

a week on this project for a couple of months and 

it seemed at one stage if it wasn’t raining it had 

either just rained or it was about to rain. Helped us 

sort out the track drainage, though! 

The front embankment was interesting and 

something we’re really happy with. We used 

interlocking retaining wall blocks laid as per 

specifications and then packed with earth and fine 

gravel behind.  

As the earthworks were completed we laid the track 

back in place (without ballast)  checking alignment 

and levels as we went.  

With the track layout finalised and bolted together firmly, we started ballasting and final levelling. 

We used 20mm aggregate which we’ve found works best for drainage and stability. It’s reasonably 

open but interlocks very well. The depth of the ballast varies from a minimum of 50mm to about 

150mm where we had to build up some more to further soften the grades. 

Excavating the cutting. About 12 tons of earth dug out and 

maybe half used to fill the embankment. 

Trying the track in place in the crossover area. Checking 

levels here highlighted the need for excavation in this area. 
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Point motor on the Garage line points. We 

use IP65 rated industrial linear actuators for 

smooth and reliable operation. 

The receiver for the point control system is on the side of the 

house and is within 20m of every point. We ran 20mm conduit 

in shallow trenches mainly under the track to carry the 12V 

power to each point motor. 

The final track comprises about 150m of mainline track, with 

the Pool branch coming to about 25m and the garage line to 

about 40m. The whole lot sits on around 14t of ballast. 

 
 

IMPROVEMENTS 

The cutting at the back was just the right place for a major feature so the owners had a “fort” built 

over the track for the grandchildren to play in.  

In another spot where we had to widen out the embankment due to tree roots, they’ve turned it 

into a station halt and named it suitably grandly as “Constantinople”, decorating it with busts of 

Roman Emperors. 

Inspired by a famous painting of the Royal Scot crossing the Brittania bridge in the UK, there are now 

small concrete lions at both ends of the retaining walls. There are more lions at the end of the Pool 

branch. In other places there are unicorns, cherubs and other mythical creatures, all adding to the 

magic of the journey. 

And it is a journey, as the scenery varies with the track winding through the garden it is so much 

more than just a train set in the back yard. It’s a railway than does go from “A” (the garage) to “B” 

(the pool) and does so via a scenic route that takes as long as you like. 

FUTURE PLANS 

The railway had a really good run over the Christmas 

period and performed very well to the delight of all 

concerned. Ongoing work is being done by the owners 

to renovate the garden using the railway as a focus for 

planting and features. Future developments being 

considered for the railway including operating colour 

light signals around the points and a hydraulic lifting 

service road/loading ramp. 

Mini Train Systems would like to thank the owners for the opportunity to design and build this 

railway for them and their family and for their creative and physical input during the construction. It 

is a project that we are all proud of and one that will be enjoyed by many for years to come. 

Afterword: 

If you would like to hear the story of a much smaller but still very enjoyable and fun garden railway 

based on a Planet Train Set – ask for a copy of the article on “Joyce’s Railway”. 

Class 66 at the End of the Line 


